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SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

1:00 PM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM

WHAT'S
HOT?

Visit the Library
200 S. Church Road, Bensenville, IL 60106

FEBRUARYFEBRUARY

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/ed4f9fd7-7cdb-094f-6507-bd897053184c-eng/Home?searchId=42606558&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/0d4d1ef7-9347-42a8-9bcc-604499a4d662-eng/Home?searchId=42606616&recordIndex=2&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/d0976da7-f0da-0769-3abd-fcdf6aef5d49-eng/Home?searchId=42606712&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/5f78f84a-4b48-cac2-4671-86096decf2b9-eng/Home?searchId=42606787&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/bb5cb64c-876d-d840-0fb3-a306ffa6f7a3-eng/Home?searchId=42606844&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/b470adff-51ae-d415-faee-93021a149e95-eng/Home?searchId=42606887&recordIndex=3&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
http://benlib.org/
http://benlib.org/


DEBUT
NOVELS

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

The  Antique Hunter’s Guide to Murder
by C.L. Miller

The Things We Didn’t Know by Elba I. Perez

The Book of Love by Kelly Link

End of Story
by A.J. Finn
Mystery novelist Sebastian Trapp,
facing death in three months, invites
Nicky Hunter to draft his life story,
leading to real-life detective intrigue
involving vanished family members
and an unsettling discovery.

The Year of Locust
by Terry Hayes
A spy for the CIA, Kane journeys to the
borders of Pakistan, Iran and
Afghanistan to exfiltrate a man with
vital information, but instead meets an
adversary who will take the world to
the brink of extinction.

The Warm Hands of Ghosts
by Katherine Arden
Laura investigates her brother Freddie's
mysterious death in WWI, encountering
haunted trenches, strange allies, and
reawakened traumas amid wartime
chaos.

Wandering Stars
by Tommy Orange
A lyrical and multigenerational
exploration of Native American
oppression. Orange's second novel is
partly a sequel to his 2018 debut,
There There- its second half centers on
members of the Red Feather family
after the events of the first book.

In a gripping debut, former
antique hunter Freya Lockwood
is thrust into a dangerous quest,
investigating her mentor's
mysterious death with her
eccentric Aunt Carole at an
isolated English manor filled
with deceptive clues and
menacing guests.

In the 1950s, 9-year-old Andrea
Rodriguez and her brother leave
Massachusetts for the mountain
villages of Puerto Rico and then,
months later, are brought back
to the tiny factory town where
everything has changed and
must navigate the rifts between
their family's values and all-
American culture as they journey
into adulthood.

Laura, Daniel, and Mo awaken in
their high school music room,
realizing they've been missing
for nearly a year. Their music
teacher reveals they're ghosts,
offering a deal for a chance to
return to the living. As they
compete for survival,
supernatural forces threaten
their hometown, prompting a
race to uncover the truth of their
deaths.

Film professor Bodie Kane,
haunted by the family tragedy
that marred her adolescence
and an unsolved murder at her
boarding school, confronts
flaws in the case as she returns
to teach, unearthing overlooked
suspects and truths.

Gifted detective Antonia Scott,
with a forensic mind, is coaxed
out of retirement by disgraced
officer Jon Gutierrez to
investigate a macabre,
ritualistic murder and a high-
profile kidnapping with sinister
connections and a hidden
mastermind.

When their friend Gabrielle is
found covered in blood in front
of their dead principal, with no
recollection of what happened,
Blythe, Tucker, and Tanya soon
discover their lives are a lie as
the walls built around their real
memories come crashing down.

COMING 2/6/24

Someone is Always Watching
by Kelley Armstrong

Red Queen by Juan Gomez-Jurado

I Have Some Questions For You
by Rebecca Makkai

COMING 2/13/24

COMING 2/20/24

COMING 2/27/24

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/3303a840-b3d9-ca30-2f3d-37d841e1a4df-eng/Home?searchId=42607098&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3231046?searchId=42607648&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3209854?searchId=42607853&recordIndex=3&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c906f209-9906-189b-801f-75cf3d002b3c-eng/Home?searchId=42609241&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/188cba57-ae9a-7aa6-3c28-a0934d5ecf23-eng/Home?searchId=42609607&recordIndex=5&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/13c8ff26-edaf-da5a-2c74-34f6c7a1b917-eng/Home?searchId=42609752&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/6560bc46-1bfe-d851-9034-4d2bbf377d67-eng/Home?searchId=42608858&recordIndex=2&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/ae2cc00d-428b-f392-a6b1-299fa4d5e083-eng/Home?searchId=42608436&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/b0544e7d-d250-cdb8-64d1-e9bb8b7d77ea-eng/Home?searchId=42608984&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex

